Introduction
In this engaging worksheet activity, students find Christmas vocabulary in a word search and then use the words in sentences.

Procedure
Give each student a copy of the worksheet.

The students look for the Christmas vocabulary shown on the worksheet in the word search and tick the words off as they go.

When the students have finished, review the position and meaning of each Christmas word with the class.

Answer key

Next, divide the students into teams of four.

Call out a Christmas word at random from the word search. The first student to put up their hand and make an appropriate sentence with the word scores a point for their team.

This process continues until all the words have been used.

The team with the most points at the end of the game wins.
candle  fruitcake  sled
candy  gift  snow
cards  Jesus  snowflake
chestnuts  lights  stable
Christmas  merry  star
cookies  ornament  stocking
December  presents  tree
family  reindeer  winter
food  Santa  Xmas